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    The recent Chapter membership meeting was quite successful.  We

had approximately 50 people in attendance, including many long time

members and a few new ones.  We even had four of the Chapter’s char-

ter members in attendance:  Mike Burneson, Gordon Coleman, Dale

Nies and yours truly.  I wish that I had sufficient time to sit down and

talk with more of the people in attendance, but Chapter business seemed

to get in the way.  A big THANK YOU to all who took the time to come

out and support us.  And a bigger THANK YOU to Dale Nies who

picked up most of the tab for the liquid refreshments.  Hopefully, this

meeting marked the turning point for chapter participation.

    Joining the Chapter at or just prior to the meeting were:  Mike Chiu-

rato of Alpha Explosives (who was also elected to the Board), Ken Job

with California Drilling & Blasting, Clint Maus and Cole McGowan

with Lamplight and Doug Podraza with Atlas Copco.  Welcome aboard,

guys.  If you have any questions concerning the Chapter or the ISEE,

feel free to contact any of the officers or board members listed on page

10 or by e-mailing them at the addresses on our website.

    When I called Bruce Redpath a month or so ago to ask if he was plan-

ning on attending the Chapter dinner meeting, he casually mentioned

some flyrock research that he had been doing, including the nature of the

drag coefficient calculations involved.  Obviously, it had all the ear-

marks of an appropriate article for blasters and Bruce has been kind

enough to write it up for us.  I’m sure you will enjoy his very informa-

tive article.

    We have received payments for most of the ads in The Primer, and we

greatly appreciate the support of our sponsors.  Their generosity is what

makes the newsletter and website possible.  One item that I should clar-

ify for our advertisers is that our ads run from the second issue of the

year through the first issue of the following year.  If you sent in a change

to an ad with your payment, the change will be effective with the Sum-

mer issue of The Primer.
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Editor’s Notes (continued)...

     As an aside to Bruce’s article which starts on the opposite page, my experience with cal-

culating drag coefficient has been limited to that required to hit a golf ball as far as possible,

and also to calculate the drag on a moving vehicle’s shape (horsepower required, fuel econ-

omy, etc.) about which I may write an article some day when I’m out of other material.  You

too can determine your vehicle’s drag coefficient using just a stopwatch and an accurate

speedometer.  Back in the ‘70s I played golf at Nevada County Country Club with a four-

some that included a pretty good baseball player.  We had numerous discussions (some of

which were even conducted while we were reasonably sober) regarding flight distances.  It

was a given that you could hit a golf ball farther than a baseball.  But we were placing bets as

to whether you could hit a golf ball farther with a driver or with a baseball bat.  The

ballplayer bet on the bat, while the rest of us chose a driver.  The driver won out, of course,

mainly because of the higher initial velocity of the ball due to higher clubhead speed.  Try as

he might, the baseball player could not hit a golf ball farther with a baseball bat than the rest

of us could with a golf club.  (And we eventually drank his beer to prove it!)

    As this is being written, there is a good discussion going among the Board Members as to

the Chapter activities calendar for 2010.    We’d like to do at least one workshop.  Probably

will have more on that next issue.  It has also been suggested that some form of fishing trip

should be tried.  As you may recall, the Chapter’s annual salmon fishing trip was nearly al-

ways a sellout.  Unfortunately, the state of California has shut down salmon fishing for the

foreseeable future, so that is out, but there might be other fishing trips that would work.

Some type of picnic has been mentioned.  (Old timers will remember the summer picnic we

had at Coloma one year.  Really hot day, but it was a lot of fun.)

    If you have any thoughts or suggestions along the lines of an activity you would like to see

the chapter put together, give us a call.  Contact information is on the website and phone

numbers for the officers and board are listed at the bottom of page 10 of this newsletter.

    If any of you students up at UNR are reading this, please remember you are welcome to

join us at any of our activities.  While we recognize that you may wish to start your own stu-

dent chapter up there, you are also welcome to join our chapter as student members, although

you can participate in our functions without any membership required.  We recognize that

you folks are the next generation who will be picking up where we leave off and we’d like to

help you get started on the right foot.

Until next issue - keep your powder dry.

Wes Bender



FLYROCK  RE-VISITED.....On the Web 

 

Bruce Redpath 

Murphys, California 95247 

 
Over the past year I had reason to become re-acquainted with, and educated about, the fundamentals of flyrock 

ballistics. 

 

For almost a decade during the previous century I was fortunate to be part of a group at the Lawrence 

Livermore Laboratory that focused on the technology and feasibility of using large explosive charges for 

excavation.  An example was digging an interoceanic sea-level canal through Panama with nuclear explosives, 

a project that eventually suffered a quiet political and public-relations demise.  Flyrock, known to us then as 

‘crater ejecta’, was a relatively minor concern, ranking considerably below radioactive fallout.  We did, 

though, acquire hard, empirical data from cratering experiments with nuclear explosives at the Nevada Test 

Site, e.g., ‘Cabriolet’, ‘Schooner’ and ‘Buggy’, the latter consisted of the simultaneous detonation of five 1.1-

kiloton nuclear ‘devices’ to rapidly excavate a rather impressive trench in the Nevada desert (Google Earth 

fans can go to 37˚00’27.3”N, 116˚22’18.3”W to view this relic of the Plowshare program). 

 

My interest in ‘ejecta’ was recently rekindled by some litigation in which personal injuries are claimed to have 

been inflicted by flyrock from a construction blast.  My intent is not to comment on any specific aspect of this 

litigation, but rather to present some of the basics of projectile ballistics and to attempt answers to the four 

questions stated below.  Nor will this article discuss possible origins or mechanisms of flyrock creation, such 

as insufficient stemming or burden.  The questions are: 

 
   What is the optimum launch angle so that a piece of flyrock will travel the farthest for a given launch velocity? 

     

    What is the effect of air drag? 

     

    Do little rocks travel farther than big, heavy rocks for the same initial conditions? 

 

    What is a plausible range of distances for small fragments of rock from a typical construction blast? 

 

Much literature on explosives was reviewed, including all papers presented at ISEE meetings since its 

inception through 2009, in an attempt to learn what ‘the state-of-the-art’ is for flyrock ballistics and how it 

could be applied in the specific instance of the lawsuit.  There are case histories and anecdotal accounts of 

flyrock incidents but, with one exception cited below, little quantitative analysis that can be readily applied.  A 

paper by Cameron McKenzie titled “Flyrock Range & Fragment Size Prediction” presented at the 2009 ISEE 

meeting is relatively outstanding and quite thorough in its discussion of the topic.  As pointed out by 

McKenzie, and as shown later in Figs. 2 and 3, any flyrock analysis which ignores the effects of air drag is 

totally unrealistic. 

 

Despite the excellence of McKenzie’s work, the most fruitful and flexible sources of information about 

projectile ballistics were found on the internet, particularly a site operated by Colorado State University at 

Boulder (CSU) [http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/projectile-motion/projectile-motion_en.html].  The CSU site 

allows the user to calculate projectile distances by specifying the weight, diameter, drag coefficient, altitude, 

and the initial velocity and launch angle of the object.  The site is easy to use and, therefore, one can readily 

conduct parametric analyses of flyrock trajectories on the basis of first principles.  There are other, similar 

websites that can be used to confirm or verify results.  About twenty five years ago I used a scientific-type 

pocket calculator to compute flyrock trajectories with air drag.  The problem is non-linear and the calculation 

requires that the ballistic path be computed in small increments of time... the word “tedious” is totally 

inadequate to describe the task. 
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To answer the first question, a series of calculations based on two plausible (but probably low) values of drag 

coefficient (Cd) and three values of launch velocity for a small piece of flyrock demonstrate that the launch 

angle for maximum distance depends on the launch velocity.  This outcome is illustrated by the results plotted 

in Fig. 1, which show that the optimum launch angle for a small stone varies from about 25º at 1000 ft/sec to 

approximately 40º at 100 ft/sec.  Some of us may vaguely recall from high-school physics that for any given 

velocity the maximum projectile range will be achieved at a launch angle of 45˚, but this only applies in a 

vacuum.  Further, Fig. 1 also shows that for any given launch velocity the maximum distance does not vary by 

more than 10% over a fairly wide range of angles. 

 

The influence of air drag is significant, and a reasonable value for the drag coefficient must be selected for the 

projectile under consideration.  The drag coefficient Cd is defined by the following relation: 

 

                                                             Fd = ½(CdV
2
ρA) 

 

Where Fd is the drag force, V is the projectile velocity, ρ is the air density (primarily a function of altitude), 

and A is the cross-sectional area.  Note that the drag force varies as the square of the velocity.  Drag 

coefficients can be measured in a wind tunnel, but an exact value need not be known because calculations can 

easily be performed for a range of plausible values.  A general discussion of drag coefficient and some typical 

values associated with common shapes can be found on Wikipedia.  The CSU site allows calculations to be 

done with either user-defined properties or with pre-set values for ordinary items such as a baseball (Cd = 0.4) 

or a piano (Cd = 1.2).  Other representative values of Cd are 0.8 to 1.05 for a cube (depending on its 

orientation), 0.4 for a rough sphere, 0.24 for a golf ball and 1.28 for a flat plate perpendicular to the stream 

flow.  The drag coefficient for a given object can vary with the speed of the airflow, but appears to vary little 

for subsonic velocities.  I believe that a credible, but probably conservative, value of Cd for a rough, irregular 

shard or piece of flyrock is in the range of 0.6 to 0.8., i.e., the same values that were assumed in constructing 

the curves in Fig. 1. 

  

The influence of the weight and drag coefficient of a projectile on its range is illustrated in Fig. 2.  In this 

figure it is assumed that a projectile is launched at an angle of 35˚ with an initial velocity of 200 ft/sec, a value 

that is at least twice that of typical burden velocities.  The curves in Fig. 2 represent the distance traveled by 

roughly-spherical, granitic rocks (2.7 gm/cm
3
) with Cd’s of 0.6 and 0.8.  Also shown are the maximum ranges 

for particular items ranging from a Ping Pong ball to a bowling ball.  The item designated “Average E-stones” 

is representative of the samples of alleged flyrock in the referenced litigation.  At the top of Fig. 2 is the range 

of all objects in a vacuum.  Clearly, the heavier the object, the farther it is capable of traveling through the air; 

when an object weighs several thousand pounds, air drag is not much of a factor.  The figure also explains why 

flyrock can be large and lethal at considerable distances from a blast, but smaller pieces cannot travel very far 

simply because of air resistance.  Figure 2 also illustrates why you can throw a golf ball a lot farther than a 

Ping Pong ball, i.e., the density of the object is also important... all other things being equal, objects with 

higher densities travel farther.  Wes Bender has succinctly described the influence of weight as follows: “Take 

three nearly identical pieces of rock approximately the size of a baseball.  Leave one intact.  Crush one to 

gravel size. Grind the third to sand.  Throw each as far as you possibly can and compare the results.” 

 
Finally, the effects of launch velocity and drag coefficient on the maximum distance are shown in Fig. 3, 

which answers the question of what is a plausible range of distances for small pieces of flyrock.  The values of 

weight (~ 1 oz) and approximate diameter (~ 1 in) for the ‘stones’ in Fig. 3 are close to the average of the 

measured properties of the pieces of alleged flyrock in the referenced incident.  Calculations of flyrock 

distances in Fig. 3 did account for the variation of optimum launch angle with launch velocity illustrated in 

Fig. 1.  It is evident that a representative or typical value of burden velocity for a construction blast, say 50 to 

100 ft/sec, would imply a maximum distance of less than 200 ft for such small stones.  Further, even if the 

launch velocity of these stones implausibly approached the speed of sound, the upper limit is still less than 700 

ft and, for a more realistic Cd of 0.8, only slightly greater than 500 ft.  As can be seen once again in Fig. 3, 

neglecting air drag in any calculation of flyrock distance will result in a gross overestimate. 
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The reader is encouraged to experiment with the CSU site.... if nothing else, you can find out how far you can 

hurl a piano. 

 

I gratefully acknowledge the helpful and insightful comments on the draft of this article provided by Cameron 

McKenzie of Blastechnology in Australia. 
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Fig. 2
Projectile Ranges as a Function of Weight and Air Drag

for
Initial Velocity =  200 ft/sec and Optimum Launch Angle of 35 degrees

with
Density = 2.7 gm/cm3 (granite), Cd = 0.6 and Cd = 0.8, and altitude = 1500 ft

Range of Any Object with No Air Drag (Cd=0)
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Fig. 3
Maximum Flyrock Distance vs. Launch Velocity at Optimum Launch Angle

for (1) Any object with no air drag, i.e., Cd = 0
 (2) A golf ball with Cd=0.24, a weight of 1.6 oz and a diameter of 1.7 inch

(3) A small stone with Cd=0.4, a weight of approx. 1 oz and a diameter of approx. 1 in
(4) Same stone as in (3) above with Cd=0.6, and (5) Same stone as in (3) above with Cd = 0.8

(2) Golf ball (Cd=0.24)

(3) Small stone with Cd=0.4
(same Cd as a baseball)

(4) Stone with Cd=0.6

(5) Stone with Cd=0.8

[All calculations for an altitude of 1500 ft]

(1) Any Object
No Air Drag (Cd = 0)
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Shakin’ It Up...
   with Wes Bender

    Bruce Redpath’s excellent article reminds me of a couple of flyrock incidents that I would

like to share with you.   I should also point out that Lake Herman Mike uses the term

‘excessive throw’, preferring to avoid the ‘F’ word.  Makes sense to me too.

    Most blasters at some time in their careers will experience excessive throw of material.

We all strive to design blasts to minimize the threat and we also take precautionary measures

such as covering our shots and clearing the area around the blast perimeter to a safe distance.

    Some types of blasting are more prone to generating excessive throw.  These tend to be

blasts where the horizontal confinement factor is quite high, such as in trench blasts.  Trim-

ming blasts can generate flyrock because of the reduced burdens.   Using a detonation se-

quence with insufficient time between delays will also usually generate some excessive

throw.  This must all be taken into consideration, both in design and in clearing the site.

    Most of us are very diligent about preventing flyrock.  As long as the “explosives gods “

recognize that we are serious about this, they usually look kindly upon us.  One thing that

they can’t stand, however, is arrogance. A couple of anecdotes point this out quite well.

    There is a surface mine in the desert southwest that needed to develop vibration prediction

curves for their specific site.  They hired a consulting group from Tucson to do the vibration

recording.  The mine had one seismograph, the consulting group owned one and they rented

another one from me.  These were to be placed 100 feet, 200 feet and 400 feet from the blast.

When the technician set out the equipment, he put his unit at a safe 400 feet, the owner’s at a

reasonably safe 200 feet and (smiling as he did so) my rental unit at the most hazardous 100

foot spot.  The explosives gods being on duty that day (they always are you know, and re-

member what I said about arrogance) caused the only chunk of flyrock to leave the shot to

sail over the first two units and totally demolish the consulting group’s seismograph.

    In another instance, a blaster was shooting an exposed boulder for a street widening pro-

ject near Ramona, California.  I was recording vibration at the nearest residence and had

parked my car about 150 feet down the street.  When all was ready, the blaster moved his

pickup truck down the street and laughingly parked it directly behind my car.  He joked that

he thought it would be well-protected there.  You guessed it, when the shot was detonated,

the only piece of flyrock to leave the immediate blast vicinity went over my car, landed on

his hood (denting same heavily) and smashed his windshield.

    Read and Heed, For This is THE WORD:    Don’t take flyrock, excessive throw, ejecta,

whatever you wish to call it, lightly.   The explosives gods will know, and they will surely

hold you accountable.
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How Come???
A TEACHER IS ARRESTED IN NEW YORK.......

A public school teacher was arrested today at John F.Kennedy International Airport as he attempted

to board a flight while in possession of a ruler, a protractor, a compass, a slide-rule and a calculator.

At a morning press conference, the Attorney General said he believes the man is a member of the

notorious Al-Gebra movement. He did not identify the man, who has been charged by the FBI with

carrying weapons of math instruction.

“Al-Gebra is a problem for us”, the Attorney General said. “They derive solutions by means and ex-

tremes, and sometimes go off on tangents in search of absolute values.” They use secret code names

like 'X' and 'Y' and refer to themselves as 'unknowns,' but we have determined that they belong to a

common denominator of the axis of medieval with coordinates in every country.

As the Greek philanderer, Isosceles, used to say, “There are 3 sides to every triangle”. (Ya gotta love

those Greek philanderers!)

When asked to comment on the arrest, the President said, “If God had wanted us to have better

weapons of math instruction, he would have given us more fingers and toes.” White House aides told

reporters they could not recall a more intelligent or profound statement by the President.    It is

believed by many that another Nobel Prize for Physics will follow.

* * * * * * * * * *

Below is some helpful advice on how to best help the US economy by spending your stimulus check

wisely:

* If you spend the stimulus money at Wal-Mart, most of the money will go to China.

* If you spend it on gasoline, your money will go to the Arabs.

* If you purchase a computer, it will go to India.

* If you purchase fruit and vegetables, it will go to Mexico, Honduras and Guatemala.

* If you buy a car, chances are it will go to Japan.

* If you purchase useless stuff, it will go to some other Asian country.

* If you pay your credit cards off, or buy stock, it will go to Management bonuses and they will hide        

it offshore.

Instead, keep the money in America by:

* spending it at yard sales, or

* going to baseball games, or

* spending it on prostitutes, or

* beer or

* tattoos...

   (These are the only American-owned businesses still operating in the US ....)

A friend of mine heard about this, so he’s going to go to a baseball game with a tattooed prostitute

that he met at a yard sale and they're going to drink beer all day.


